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At DCM Services, creating custom designed data 
and contact management solutions is our exclusive 
focus. DCM Services is the nation’s leader in estate 
and specialty account resolution services. Our 
unique tradition of innovation provides the 
foundation for the value proposition we deliver to 
our customers: 

We provide a dignified and respectful survivor 
experience with superior focus on our clients’ 
valuable brands

We consistently produce superior performance

We enable client success through our 
consultative approach and innovative solutions

We offer compliant-driven results via our 
patented proprietary technologies

Our unrivalled approach has been embraced by 
our client base and we are entrusted to protect our 
clients’ brands and community relationships.  

Provided in this document is an overview of our 
organization, the value in partnering with DCM 
Services, and the passion and commitment we 
have for what we do and those we serve. 

DCM Services - A tradition of innovation

8 of the 10 largest 
credit card issuers

4 of the 5 largest auto 
finance companies

7 of the top 10 systems 
by net patient revenue 
and more than 100  
health systems and 
providers

100% of estate 
accounts for over 3/4 
of our clients

Who we are

For most financial services organizations, 
opportunities to engage a customer are often built 
around the customer’s life events, such as a 
marriage, the birth of a child, the purchase of a 
home, sending a child off to college and retirement. 
As the aging population continues to increase, 

many organizations are re-evaluating their estate 
strategies.

We recognize our clients have spent years and 
untold millions of dollars building a relationship and 
a lifetime of equity and loyalty with their customers. 
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We also recognize that this relationship – and the 
relationship with surviving family members, friends 
and colleagues – can be placed at risk with every 
contact made to a grieving family to collect the 
deceased customer’s outstanding debt. The wrong 
approach can lead to complaints and damage to 
brand perception.

DCM Services has built a reputation with its 
customers and within the industry – with our 
dedicated focus on the probate process, the most 
effective and respectful way to resolve estate 
accounts. 

In those cases where there is no probated estate, 
DCM Services employs an empathic, 
survivor-sensitive approach to non-probated estate 
recoveries. 

Through our innovative processes, we honor our 
clients’ loyal customers as well as their loved ones. 
We apply the smartest technology to minimize 
stress, maximize liquidations, and bring integrity at 
every facet of the relationship.

With the powerful combination of our people, our 
processes, our technology and our years of 
expertise, we offer the most survivor-centric 
solutions in the industry today.

Our mission

To be the premier provider of Data and Contact Management Solutions

Our values

DCM Services is committed to delivering 
superior value to our clients and all  other 
stakeholders. Above all else we value:

• Treating our coworkers, clients and our 
  clients’ customers with respect
• Communicating in a clear, timely, meaningful 
  manner
• Embracing a solution-driven culture of 
  creativity and innovation
• Earning trust by acting with integrity in our 
  words and behaviors
• Decision making and follow through that 
  considers the impact to all stakeholders
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We are DCM Services

We are the nation’s largest estate account resolution agency, having more than doubled our market share 
in the past five years

We serve the estate account recovery needs of more than 50 (plus an additional 200+ Probate Finder 
OnDemand®) clients

We pride ourselves on superior data segmentation, compliance, and brand protection

We work with 24 Fortune® 500 companies and dozens more through servicing agreements

We work with 8 of the world’s 10 largest credit card issuers 

We serve 16 of the top 50 health systems

We serve 4 of the 5 largest auto finance companies 

We collect on 100% of estate accounts for over 3/4 of our clients 

We leverage the power of Probate Finder®, our proprietary system and nation’s largest probated estate 
database 

We have presented nearly $1.5 billion in probate claims in the last four years

We pioneered first party servicing for estates

A unique customer experience

DCM Services has established its reputation as an industry leader by delivering both superior resolution 
and providing the best possible protection for our clients’ brands. We recognize that the regulatory 
environment has changed dramatically within the last several years and have adapted many processes 
and improvements, while still maintaining our leadership status. Coupling the probate process with an 
empathic approach, we are able to achieve maximum liquidations while eliminating unnecessary contact 
with surviving family members and providing the best possible protection for our clients’ brands.

Our survivor-sensitive approach has led to an increase in unsolicited compliments to our workforce and 
minimized customer dissatisfaction, creating a better overall customer experience.
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Sensitive account scrubs

DCM Services offers a number of innovative scrubs for sensitive accounts and provides our clients with the 
data necessary to make an informed decision in each of the following situations:

Natural disasters

Situations where portions of the country have been affected by a natural 
disaster such as a hurricane, a wild fire or earthquake. DCM Services has 
historically instituted calling moratoriums allowing survivors deal with the 
emergency at hand first. 

Sensitive accounts

Specialty scrubs to identify sensitive accounts for our clients in order to 
handle them differently. Such scrubs include: identification of soldiers killed 
in action; police officers and firemen killed in the line of duty; victims of acts 
of terrorism; and other such difficult situations. 

MyWayForward.com

Introduced in 2008, mywayforward.com brings together relevant information 
for survivors on a variety of topics including financial matters, legal issues 
and protecting the memory of a loved one. 

Compliance expertise

Given DCM Services’ depth of expertise in the probate process, unique approach to resolution and dedicated 
focus on estate account recovery, it is easy to see why our clients choose us. Offering impressive account 
analysis and deep expertise, we also offer:

• Fast and efficient on-boarding process
• Unique insights into the client resolution process and opportunities to improve performance
• Comprehensive, customized reporting for probate and non-probate inventory 
• 100% call recording and call calibration
• Comprehensive compliance and regulatory processes to ensure our staff is up to date on all federal, state 
  and county level regulations and requirements
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Compliance in action - Account Representative Compliance Checklist (ARCCTM)

DCM Services has developed a tool designed to improve compliance on each call. This technology makes 
it easier for our account representatives to fully understand all of the legal and client requirements for each 
specific call and allows them to follow and check off the required elements as they go through their 
conversation with surviving family members.

• Demonstrates our focus on compliance and call quality
• Ensures account representatives follow the script and provide required disclosures
• Enhances call monitoring scores

Probate expertise

DCM Services focuses first on the identification of probated estates in the deceased resolution process.  By 
leveraging a set of proprietary, patented technologies, DCM Services makes probated estate location, claim 
presentation and recovery, the foundation of its deceased account resolution strategy. 

If probate is so effective, why doesn’t everyone in the industry focus on probate? Put simply, because 
finding probated estates and presenting probate claims is challenging.

• There is no uniformity in the process across U.S. probate courts
• Finding probated estates is difficult
• Finding probated estates is expensive
• Presenting claims can be complicated 
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Our Probate Finder® database

The Probate Finder database maintains data for 3,215 separate counties and 3,450+ separate courts

Our database contains over 6.1 million probated records

Two-thirds of our search  methods are proactive, a third are reactive

Our proactive search methods:

• Captures all probate cases in the county regardless of account placement from a client 
• Results in 100% of opened estates in these counties will be in our database
• Gathering every probate record opened in a court via a number of different proprietary 
  data-gathering methods
• Ensures “OCLR*” probated estate cases are found to increase estate hits/claim-filing rates

Our reactive search methods:

• Gather open probate cases only when we send a specific name to be searched
• Entirely dependent on client account placement
• Gather a specific record for a client placed account 

Our innovative technology solutions

DCM Services is unique in our ability to provide superior liquidations for our clients while providing the best 
protection possible for their valuable brands. This is achieved through our use of a variety of proprietary 
technologies.  

Proprietary database that has been compiling data for over 16 years utilizing 
multiple sources including the SSA’s Death Master File, national probate court data, 
death certificates, obituaries, etc. 

First system dedicated to sourcing probated estates from across the country and 
automating the account matching and claim presentation process

Technology built by DCMS allowing our clients access to all claim documents prior to 
claim presentation

Only automated probate estate location solution that matches records to probated 
estate records using our patented Probate Finder® technology, allowing for in-house 
file presentation 
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Our estate servicing solutions

DCM Services offers a flexible, comprehensive set of solutions unmatched in the industry for both 
outsourcing and insourcing needs. Our exclusive focus on estate accounts coupled with our tradition of 
innovation has fueled the development of a solution set that can be tailored to meet the unique needs and 
the recovery philosophy of any organization. 

Our family of estate recovery solutions:

Signature ServiceTM

Full-service outsourced recovery solution for an entire estate portfolio

Probate One-SourceTM

Full-service outsourced recovery solution for probated estate accounts

Probate Finder OnDemand®

Online application where accounts are scrubbed for probated estates and claims are presented

Our bankruptcy solution offering
DCM Services, LLC bankruptcy service is a full service solution that assists our clients in the management 
of every step of the bankruptcy process, including:

• Notification/location of bankruptcies filed across the country
• Assembly of necessary documents to attach to the Proof of Claim
• Completion and review of the final Proof of Claim documents
• Timely filing of claims with the courts (according to the U.S. Bankruptcy Code)
• Oversight of the entire process by an experienced attorney
• Routine monitoring of payment status and adherence to the plan
• Processing and remittance of payments

Ensure compliance that the automatic stay is not violated by identifying accounts included in the 
bankruptcy and properly segmenting them

Stronger controls and compliance 

Streamlined processes

Greater transparency of processes and reporting

Increased recoveries
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Creating valuable partnerships

DCM Services takes a strategic approach to partnering with our clients with communication and 
transparency remaining at the forefront. Some of our value-add offerings include:

 Estate Account Lifecycle Program (EALP)                 Client Communications                                         Client Newsletter                                     Annual Client Conference

Liquidation and beyond
Throughout our history, DCM Services has taken a dignified and respectful approach to estate recovery 
through our innovative processes to protect our clients’ brands and enhance the goodwill survivors have for 
our client companies. If handled effectively, the death of a customer could result in the creation of new 
business.

Therefore, we believe that a natural next step in this process is to identify opportunities for us to partner to 
create new relationships and deliver a suite of new service offerings that focus on growth opportunities for 
your business. 

• Consultative partnership
• Insurance processing
• First party relationship
• Bankruptcy handling

Closing
Innovation has been the foundation of our work at DCM Services and has touched every part of our 
business. We hope you now have a better understanding of who we are and how our extraordinary people, 
innovative processes and patented technologies make DCM Services a unique deceased vendor who can 
help your organization: 

• Provide unmatched brand protection
• Consistently deliver superior performance
• Create value for our clients and enable their success through passion, expertise and thought leadership


